We experienced a patient with a ruptured dissecting aneurysm of the vertebral artery who was treated by trapping of the lesion using Guglielmi detachable coils (GDCs) with micro-tornado ® coils (MTCs). An 80-year-old male was transferred with a ruptured left vertebral artery dissecting aneurysm (VADA). The dissected portion of the vertebral artery was effectively trapped using GDCs and MTCs. The MTCs used for neurointervention were comprised of various types of coils and we successfully placed them into the parent artery of the dissected segment. The author suggests that this case demonstrates the usefulness of endovascular coil trapping of VADAs using MTCs in achievement of embolization.
INTRODUCTION
Vertebral artery dissecting aneurysms (VADAs) are diagnosed as a reason for subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH). 14) Once ruptured and causing SAH, the percentage of re-bleeding of these lesions is up to 30%
and is associated with a high rate of mortality. In this report, we describe the treatment of a patient using a combination of GDC and micro-tornado ® coil (MTC) embolization in trapping of the VADA. 
CASE REPORT
An 80-year-old male was transferred to our emer- We planned VA occlusion by trapping on both sides of the lesion, using the double microcatheter technique. (Fig. 5A, B) .
Fortunately, the patient regained consciousness. A follow-up MR image showed embolic ischemic lesions in the left cerebellum (Fig. 5C) , however, no neurological deficit was detected and no re-bleeding from the aneurysm was observed. 3)
The convenience of the DCs is that they can be re-captured if they are not suitable for the location of the lesion. However, DCs are expensive and endovascular treatment using DCs has low cost efficacy. For achievement of the trapping of arteries or veins, fiber-coated platinum coils are generally preferred over DCs because of the convenience of using thrombogenic characteristics. 7)17) In addition, the cost of fiber-coated coils is less than 10% of that of GDCs.
4)
The MTC is a platinum coil with synthetic fibers ( (Fig. 6B) . However, for complete obliteration, tight packing must be attained because recanalization may occur. Some authors have reported that the measured rate of recanalization is up to 10%, 4) and the high flow or high pressure potential of a major artery is considered a cause of recanalization.
As we experienced minimal neurologic deficits after trapping of the VA, occlusion of the PICA does not always lead to neurologic complications because of the presence of rich pial anastomoses.
2)
Although our experience is limited to a few cases, the goal of our research was to understand our experience with MTCs in treatment of VADA and to assess the usefulness of MTC embolization.
CONCLUSION
We report positive results using a combination of GDCs and MTCs for treatment of VADA. Platinum coils with synthetic fibers can be effective materials in treatment of VADA in patients who require absolute occlusion or an unusual shape.
